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“When GDP is growing by 4% a year, no business is hard. When GDP is growing by 1% a year, no business is easy, so you’ve got to be percolating new and different ideas.”

Jeff Immelt
GE’s former CEO

This conceptual paper proposes a new agile solution development model for technology and manufacturing companies. The flexible model consists of five key phases: 1) new idea screening, 2) idea nurturing, 3) conversion of ideas into “good enough” solutions, 4) solution productization, and 5) solution revamping. These phases are iterative by nature and follow partial stage model logic, hence combining elements of both the waterfall and agile methods. For technology and manufacturing companies, the new model presents a new way to consider ideas related to new product, service, process, and business model development. It is framed in contrast with older models that are typically product oriented, which potentially restrict companies in the ability to strategically renew themselves fast enough in turbulent product-service markets.

Introduction

Technology and manufacturing companies nowadays are moving towards services and solutions (Luoto et al., 2017; Rabetino et al., 2018) to escape the commoditization trap (Neu & Brown, 2005; Huikkola et al., 2016). This phenomenon has generally been called business "servitization" (Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988; Baines et al., 2017) and has been studied from many theoretical perspectives (Rabetino et al. 2018; Raddats et al. 2019). The existing servitization literature has identified many reasons for this business transition (Fang et al. 2008; Josephson et al., 2016). For instance, Gebauer and Fleisch (2007) identified three basic reasons why manufacturing companies attempt to servitize: 1) financial reasons (increased profits and more stable revenues), 2) strategic reasons (differentiation benefits), and 3) marketing reasons (image and reputation advantages). The extant servitization literature has quite thoroughly studied organizational-level antecedents and factors that facilitate servitization (Rabetino et al., 2018; Raddats et al., 2019), but lacks studies and conceptual frameworks on how those sellable, productized solutions (combinations of products, services, expertise, and software; see Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988; Nordin & Kowalkowski, 2010; Kohtamäki, et al., 2019) are initially developed in manufacturing and technology companies (Kowalkowski & Ulaga, 2017; Sjödin et al., 2020). Studies have called for research acknowledging the paradoxes and tensions that hamper solution development and servitization (Kohtamäki et al., 2020).

The aim of this conceptual paper is to gain deeper understanding of the process of agile solution development, that is, how new solutions emerge in practice. As most of the attempts (80%) to generate wealth from solution businesses fail (Reinartz & Ulaga, 2008; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011), there is a constant need to improve the solution development process in order to reap significant economic and strategic benefits from services and solutions (Fang et al. 2008; Kohtamäki et al., 2013). This paper provides insight into different phases regarding solution development, and addresses the following question: What are the preconditions needed to develop a novel integrated solution? In this study, we present five key phases of agile solution development, namely, 1) new idea screening, 2) new idea nurturing, 3) conversion of ideas into “good enough” solutions, 4) solution productization, and 5) solution revamping. These phases, and related innovation practices, are discussed in more detail throughout the paper. For managers of servitized manufacturing companies, this conceptual study provides a new perspective on how to
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manage the solution development process in an agile manner.

Theoretical Background

Business servitization

Servitization is not a completely new phenomenon in the business world. For instance, Michelin developed its Fleet Solution concept (Michelin sells driven miles instead of products) more than 100 years ago. Motor vehicles have to be maintained regularly to keep them running, and likewise elevators and escalators have to be serviced based on regulations. A well-known Finnish elevator and escalator manufacturer, KONE Oyj, has been making money from servicing elevators, escalators, and automatic doors since the 1920s (Simon, 2010; Michelsen, 2013). However, servitization has garnered more attention among business scholars and practitioners since the millennium began. The number of servitization-based studies skyrocketed, especially in the 2010s, when differentiation through pure products and technology became harder, and when rivalry, especially from East Asian economies, stiffened and made competition in product markets truly global (Baines et al., 2008; Luoto et al., 2017; Rabetino et al., 2018; Raddats et al., 2019).

Servitization (also known by other terms, such as service infusion, service business development, servicizing, tertiarization, service transition, and value migration in the literature; while in this study, we use the general term “servitization” henceforth to describe the business phenomenon where the relative amount of services increases in manufacturing sales) refers to a company’s attempt to strategically renew itself by starting to sell an increased number of services and customer solutions to its clients (Tuli et al., 2007). Some researchers have described manufacturers as having gone downstream and becoming closer to the end customer (see Wise & Baumgartner, 1999), while others have claimed that this is reminiscent of synchronized development (Töytäri et al., 2018) that requires development activities in parallel between suppliers and customers (Huikkola et al., 2013). The existing literature has acknowledged how to structure services and solutions within a firm (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003; Gebauer et al., 2010), how to sell more of them (Reinartz & Ulaga, 2008), what types of capabilities are needed to provide those solutions (Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011; Kindsrörm et al., 2013; Huikkola et al., 2016; Vissnjic et al., 2018) and what kind of organizational processes are needed to effectively bundle products and services into solutions (Storbacka et al., 2013; Huikkola & Kohtamäki, 2018). However, the extant literature is relatively silent on how these sellable services and solutions are initially developed within manufacturing companies, as stated in the previous literature (Kowalkowski & Ulaga, 2017).

New service development (NSD)

New service development (NSD) has gained attention especially among service marketing scholars. Researchers have identified key differences between new product and service development processes (Kowalkowski & Kindström, 2012; Kowalkowski & Ulaga, 2017). New product development (NPD) is typically back-heavy, meaning that it requires back-end capabilities in technology development and prototyping, whereas NSD is considered front-heavy, calling for customer-related capabilities during the market introduction and piloting phases (Kowalkowski & Ulaga, 2017). Some studies have described general frameworks for NSDs. For instance, Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) developed a model consisting of two major phases, namely, front-end planning, and implementation. In front-end planning, companies address questions regarding their overall mission and strategy when generating new ideas.

In concept development and feasibility analysis, companies should know the potential market demand and address the following question: is the new service feasible from a business perspective? During the implementation stage, companies have to consider all the factors affecting service delivery through prototypes and market testing. When introducing new services/solutions to markets, firms should understand the potential or problems that may occur in service delivery and customer adaptation. Design thinking literature (for example, Plattner et al., 2010) has expanded our understanding why NSDs typically fail, namely a lack of desirability, feasibility, and viability. In a traditional development model, feasibility is overemphasized, whereas two other dimensions (desirability and viability) are taken better into account in agile development models.

While solutions are described as bundles of products, services, and software (Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988; Nordin & Kowalkowski, 2010; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011; Kohtamäki et al. 2019), their development requires logic and principles that support their intertwined development (Bäck & Kohtamäki, 2015). Particularly important is to notice the meaningful role of software, when operating at the age of digitalization (for example,
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IoT, A.I. and connectivity). Existing NSD models typically consist of sensing, exploring, and ideation phases, a conceptualization phase, a test-building and development phase, and a deployment phase. New services are developed in collaboration with customers, thus following a feedback loop and joint sense-making of the novel, co-developed solutions (Huikkola et al., 2013). Hence, developing novel solutions requires balancing between traditional process-oriented models and modern agile methods (Sjödin et al., 2020a; Sjödin et al., 2020b).

**Agile New Solution Development**

Even though researchers are not unanimous about the term “agile” (Abrahamsson et al., 2002) and there exist different terms to describe the same phenomenon (for example, light methods), Abrahamsson et al. (2002) conclude based on previous literature that agile development is “when software development is incremental (small software releases, with rapid cycles), cooperative (customer and developers working constantly together with close communication), straightforward (the method itself is easy to learn and to modify, well documented), and adaptive (able to make last moment changes).” This is aligned with a later definition by Conboy (2009): “the continual readiness of an information systems development (ISD) method to rapidly or inherently create change, proactively or reactively embrace change, and learn from change while contributing to perceived customer value (economy, quality, and simplicity), through its collective components and relationships with its environment”. Agile methods featured in agile development, refer to specific methods used, such as extreme programming (XP), Scrum, Kanban, or lean software development, just to name a few (Takeuchi & Nonaka, 1986; Abrahamsson et al., 2002; Lei et al., 2017).

In this paper, we present five general phases regarding agile solution development: 1) new idea screening, 2) new idea nurturing, 3) conversion of ideas into good enough solutions, 4) solution productization, and 5) solution revamping. During each of these phases, there are questions that manufacturers need to address before rolling into the next stage. The framework is also iterative by nature. In the ideation phase, ideas are iterated within the company through cross-functional collaboration (sometimes involving interfirm collaboration as well). In the conceptual phase, the concept is iterated between pilot customers and the focal company. In the solution phase, the solution is iterated first internally, and then, when the solution has been delivered to clients, externally. In the following chapters, we explain the key features of each phase.

**New idea screening**

New ideas are fuel for any organization that attempts to thrive through innovations. For instance, Amazon has described itself as “the world’s biggest laboratory”, indicating that there must be enough ideas in the pipeline that eventually lead to sellable offerings. The rule of thumb is that 1-2% of the overall ideas will eventually be converted into sellable solutions. Hence, to obtain 10 solutions that will be sold in the future, there must initially be approximately one thousand ideas in the pipeline. Thus, most ideas will be rejected, and there must be rules, reasons, and guidelines about when to continue with an idea or abandon it.

To obtain enough ideas, manufacturers must encourage personnel to share their initial ideas. Moreover, manufacturers have increasingly moved towards open innovation practices (see Chesbrough, 2003, 2011), hence involving external parties such as customers, suppliers, and research institutions for contributions to the ideation phase. In new idea screening, it becomes important not only to generate those novel ideas inside and outside the organization, but also to provide information about the progress of the idea (and possibly to give a brief explanation of why the idea was rejected) to the initiator (when contact information is available).

There are several ways to enable people to share their ideas. Establishing traditional suggestion boxes is one way to generate various new development ideas. In global organizations, this method can be seen as relatively rigid and old-fashioned (but still often very useful and effective). Until recently, manufacturers have established several social media tools, both to generate new ideas and to review ideas online. Through web-based tools, it is now easier to obtain instant feedback on an idea and facilitate a faster process for reviewing the idea’s validity and novelty, as people can vote and comment on ideas without extensive rounds of review.

Our proposal for the question of whether to proceed or reject an idea in the new idea screening phase is as follows:

Q1. *Has the idea enough potential value that it is worth investigating further?*
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At this point, ideas can overlap, that is, they may be duplicates, vague or even inferior. The key feature is that initiators can follow how their ideas proceed, learn about why they proceed, or why they have been abandoned. People’s willingness to contribute to ideation is hindered more by lack of awareness than by information that the idea was abandoned for a reason than can somehow be justified. The justification for abandoning and idea becomes vital, as the majority (almost 98-99%) of ideas are typically rejected during the innovation process.

Idea nurturing

Idea nurturing refers to the optional phase that gives additional resources and capabilities for idea development within the focal company. In this phase, the key target is to validate the idea from two main perspectives: 1) is this idea good from the customer’s perspective (is there real demand for the idea?), and 2) is it good from the focal company’s perspective (is it economically viable and profitable?). One way to test the idea is to engage in sprints, that is, rapid experiments with the concept to reduce development cycles based on good enough information regarding the potential adaptation. In larger organizations, cross-functional development teams from different parts of the organization (for example, finance, HR, marketing, technology, sales) are typically established to obtain additional know-how for development, and to reduce the solution’s potential bottlenecks. The idea is similar to the lean start-up method (see Ries, 2011) that enables organizations to try new ideas faster, making overall development cycles shorter through rapid experiments. Similarly, the initial target of the lean start-up method is to shed wasteful practices and improve chances of success, by collecting instant feedback and focusing on elements as lightly as possible that customers value most(Sarvas et al., 2017).

To make progress during this stage, manufacturing companies need to answer the following question:

Q2. Has the idea been validated both internally and externally to build a minimum viable product (MVP)?

The overall aim of this phase is to increase a company’s agility through a faster learning curve that is enabled by allocating additional resources and capabilities for development. At this stage, greater involvement is needed from many parties, both within and outside the company. As with the other phases too, many organizations struggle to develop a “license to fail” culture, given that many engineering companies have not accepted this type of attitude in their approach. Nevertheless, “scaling fast or failing fast” is quite different than simply not making something properly in the first place. The key question is whether the development has been done properly enough.

Conversion of an idea into a “good enough” solution

This phase revolves around the initial conceptualization of an idea. In practice, companies develop a minimum viable product (MVP) at this point to test and pilot it with real customers. In digital solutions, building an MVP is much easier and less costly than building large-scale physical products. Some practitioners have referred to this phase as building a “good enough” solution, as a way of developing a minimum sellable product (MSP) (see Winton, 2017), or even minimum lovable product (Sarvas et al., 2017; Pulkkinnen et al., 2019). The initial idea is to obtain specific feedback about the concept from real customers and users of the solution. In practice, companies can use simulations and prototypes to build a showcase.

One problem during this phase is that for testing, manufacturers often use old, established customers, and potentially leading customers in their fields. In general, this approach is very natural and fruitful (demanding customers tend to force suppliers to give their best effort). But if a firm is trying to bring a good enough solution or disruptive concept to markets, this approach is simply wrong, as stated by Clayton Christensen in his famous “Innovator’s Dilemma” book. With these types of solutions, according to the theory of disruptive innovations, test customers should be noncustomers or low-end customers (Christensen et al., 2015) in the field. At this stage, manufacturing companies should address the following question related to their business viability:

Q3. Has the MVP been validated internally and externally to continue larger-scale development?

The aim of developing a good enough solution is to obtain instant feedback from potential customers, by piloting and testing the solution in real-life situations. These pilots, through the testing of prototypes, provide insight for manufacturing companies regarding whether or not they should take the concept into the productization phase. However, special attention should be devoted to the selection of customers at this stage, as they should be the same as the customers to whom the solution is directed.
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Solution productization

As previously mentioned, only a minority of all ideas will lead to sellable, productized solutions. When solutions are productized, they need to be priced and trained within an organization. In this phase, the company plans how it will start to bundle, sell, and deliver the solution in practice. There must already be a clear customer segment chosen for this solution. Often, a separate team responsible for productization issues is in charge of this initiative. The following question is presented after deciding that the solution will be produced:

Q4. Has the solution been priced and trained to be sold and delivered effectively to clients?

When a company has addressed this question, a new solution is ready to be distributed to markets. Even though only a small portion of ideas will reach this phase, not all sellable solutions become success stories, despite promising indicators for success. However, this is just beginning of the journey. Solutions need continuous development and revamping as customer preferences change. The competitive landscape may also change, and solutions may contain some issues that need further development (teething problems). After the solution has been productized and sold, focal companies then start to consider processes to redevelop the solution based on accumulated expertise.

Solution revamping

Once the solution has been productized and sold to clients, there will most likely be issues requiring further development based on customer feedback and usage experiences. Solutions are thus continuously revamped based on customer feedback and problems arising in use. This learning loop benefits both the manufacturer and its clients. In manufacturers’ strategic accounts, there may be several practices that companies use to increase their mutual learning. For instance, Huikkola et al. (2013) found that manufacturers make relationship-
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specific investments in sites, tools, and people to enable mutual learning between parties. Moreover, they establish relational structures such as joint ICT systems, steering groups, and development teams to facilitate joint learning among separate companies. The following question is presented when the solution has already been sold to markets:

Q5. How does the solution need to be revamped after it has been sold and delivered?

Solutions are under continuous development, and there may be a need to revamp the solution’s technical features, quality, business model, or other issues. As today’s business is considered a never-ending game (see Ritakallio & Vuori, 2018), companies need to be able to adjust their operations to changing environments, which may be caused by changes in customer preferences, competitive situations, or the general business environment. Through the increased digital elements of today’s solutions, it is now possible to generate faster feedback loops and follow how customers actually use solutions in real life. Given that such information has historically been lacking, the recent notion that “data is the new oil” (see Marr, 2018), indicates the importance of collecting data for deeper understanding of customers.

Figure 1 above summarizes the key phases of agile new solution development for manufacturing companies. As manufacturers move ahead with this partial stage model, the number of projects naturally decreases while both the project’s strategic value and its maturity increase. Notably, using this agile model, ideas lead to concepts, concepts eventually lead to solutions, and there are different rounds between the phases.

Practical Implications

Managers across industries can benchmark this conceptual model when developing new customer solutions. This practical framework facilitates solution development through a “one-size-fits-all” approach. Hence, instead of using established NPD models to develop services and solutions, we suggest that one general framework could be beneficial to boost several types of innovations (for example, product, service, digital service, business model, and process innovation). Of course, NPD can still utilize established models. Nevertheless, people developing new services and business models need not be forced to utilize development models that target traditional product development work, as is the case in many manufacturing companies today (Kowalkowski & Uлага, 2017).

To thrive in a culture of innovation, managers in manufacturing companies should ensure that people make notable contributions by offering ideas, instead of discouraging them from doing so. Digital tools and social media types of digital solutions can be helpful when collecting and reviewing ideas easily and cost-effectively. In smaller companies, physical suggestion boxes may still have their place for generating and sharing ideas. This model helps managers to divide solution development into phases, and present key questions and rules regarding whether to proceed with an idea or reject it.

When developing MVPs, managers need to ponder the lightest MVP version. Is it reminiscent of only an idea that can be somehow presented to the customer (photo or image of an idea)? Should it be a minimum sellable product (rough draft that helps to sell the idea), or a minimum lovable product (bare bones that make customers to fall in love with a solution; see Sarvas et al., 2017)? All in all, the idea is to develop the lightest possible version of the solution that could be introduced to clients or customers. For manufacturers and engineers, this phase may cause embarrassment through experiencing failures, yet at the same time is mandatory for reducing waste and helping them to focus on the most relevant issues during the innovation process.

Conclusion

The development of novel solutions has, perhaps surprisingly, received relatively little attention in the existing servitization literature. The agile solution development model presented in this paper is an attempt to pursue a better conceptual understanding of the challenges related to new solution development. Even though conceptual models have their challenges, this framework presents general phases and guidelines on how manufacturing companies can potentially progress from idea screening to solution revamping.

Future studies should study this phenomenon empirically and identify practices that manufacturing companies have found helpful when developing novel solutions. Moreover, research can investigate potential challenges and rigidities related to solution development. Further studies may also examine the
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Different types of solution development processes and their characteristics. Future research could, for example, investigate how solutions that contain many digital elements differ from solutions that are based more on physical/hardware elements.
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